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Introduction 
Let Q be a simplicial convex polytope in an r-dimensional vector space W over 
the field R! of real numbers. For -1~ i 5 r, denote by f, the number of 
i-dimensional faces of Q with f_, = f, := 1. In particular, f0 is the number of 
vertices of Q. The f-vector of Q is defined to be 
which then determines and is determined by the h-vector 
h(Q) := (h,, h,, . . . , h,) 
of Q, where 
(-l)‘-‘f,, for 0% 15 r . 
In particular, we have h,, = 1, h, = f,, - r and h, = 1, the last equality being 
Euler’s formula. The Dehn-Sommerville equalities 
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h, = h,m, for all 0 5 15 r 
are known to hold. 
McMullen [lo] posed the following g-conjecture in 1971: A sequence 
(h,, h,, . . . , h,) of integers is the h-vector of a simplicial convex polytope if and 
only if it satisfies the Dehn-Sommerville equalities and there exists a graded 
algebra R = @I”:’ R’ over a field R” = k, generated over k by R’, such that 
dim,R’ = h, - h,_, for all 0 5 15 [r/2] , 
where h_, : = 0 and [r/2] is the greatest integer not greater than r/2. If this is the 
case, we see in particular that h,‘s are nonnegative and unimodal, that is, 
Billera and Lee [l, 21 proved the sufficiency of the conjecture, while Stanley 
[13] showed the necessity by means of the strong Lefschetz theorem (also known 
as the hard Lefschetz theorem) for projective toric varieties with at most quotient 
singularities. The Dehn-Sommerville equalities turn out to follow from the 
Poincare duality as well. The details and historical account can be found in 
[14-161. 
In answer to a question raised by McMullen at an Oberwolfach conference in 
August, 1989, we try to give a more elementary proof for the necessity. Although 
we are not yet successful in this paper, we hope to be able to complete the proof 
along the line in the near future. 
The clues to our elementary approach lie already in Ishida’s complexes (cf. [6; 
7; 11, Theorem 3.111) as well as our joint work in progress [12]. What we do is to 
disregard lattices altogether in our consideration of fans and deal with more 
general marked simplicial cone decompositions of W instead. Without resorting to 
algebraic geometry, we get necessary results directly through linear algebra by 
essential use of variants of Ishida’s complexes. 
In Section 1, we introduce the notion of cone decompositions which enables us 
to put convex polytopes in the setting of linear algebra. The notion is essentially 
the same as that of fans in the theory of toric varieties but with the lattices 
disregarded altogether. 
A finite dimensional graded [W-algebra played a key role in Stanley’s proof. 
Thanks to earlier works by Jurkiewicz and Danilov, it enables us to interpret the 
h-vectors of simplicial convex polytopes as the Betti numbers of toric varieties. In 
Section 2, we introduce an analog in our context and call it the Chow ring. 
In Section 3, we define the variants in our context of Ishida’s complexes defined 
in [6, 71, which play important roles in the theory of toric varieties. The 
complexes enable us to relate combinatorial information with the Chow ring. 
We state and prove our main results in Section 4. 
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1. Cone decompositions and convex polytopes 
In this section, we introduce the notion of cone decompositions which enables 
us to put convex polytopes in the setting of linear algebra. The notion is 
essentially the same as that of fans in the theory of toric varieties but with the 
lattices disregarded altogether. We refer the reader to [ll] for some of the details 
and motivations. 
Throughout this paper, we fix a vector space W of dimension r over the field R’ 
of real numbers, and denote by 2 := Horn,,, W, IL!) its dual space with the 
canonical bilinear pairing 
( ) ):zxw+[w. 
A convex polyhedral cone in W (with apex at the origin 0) is a subset of the 
form 
u = lFQOwl + R,,w, + * * * + ll&w, _ for some w,, w2, . . . , w, E W , 
where R,, _ is the set of nonnegative real numbers. The dimension dim u is that of 
the real vector space Ru spanned by CT. We say w to be simplicial, when 
Wl,..., w, can be chosen to be R-linearly independent. A subset 7 of a convex 
polyhedral cone (T is said to be a face of CT and denoted r -C u if there exists z0 E Z 
such that (zO,w)?O for all WEE and that ~={wE(~)(z,,,w)=O}=~fl 
{GJ I. 
Definition. A finite and possibly partial cone decomposition of W, or simply called 
a corze decomposition of W in this paper, is a finite collection II of convex 
polyhedral cones in W with the following properties: 
- Each crEnis strongly convex, i.e., afl(-a)={O}. 
- Every face r of each u E II belongs to ZI. 
- For U, (T’ E II, the intersection u tl a’ is a face of both u and u’. 
II is said to be complete if ]n] : = U oEn (T coincides with W. 
In this paper, we mostly deal with simplicial IT, that is, every CT E II is a 
simplicial cone, although more general cone decompositions play important roles 
elsewhere (cf. [12]). 
For 0 I j 5 r, we denote by n(j) the set of j-dimensional cones in II. A 
marking for 17 is a choice of a nonzero vector wP E p for each p E n( 1). Thus we 
have p = lRzOw,. 
Remark. Let NC3z R = W for a free Z-module N of rank r. Then a fan A for the 
lattice N is a cone decomposition of W consisting of rational polyhedral cones 
(see, for instance, [ll]). In this case, we have a canonical marking. Namely, for 
each p E II(l), there exists a unique w, E N n p which is a primitive element of 
N. 
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A function 7~ : W+ Iw is said to be piecewise linear with respect to a complete 
cone decomposition IT if the restriction of n to each u E II is linear, i.e., there 
exists z, E 2 such that 
n(w)=(z,,w) for all wEa. 
Such a z, is determined uniquely modulo g’. In this case, 71 is easily seen to be a 
convex function if and only if n(w) 2 (z,, w) for all w E W with the equality 
holding for w E u. n is said to be strictly convex with respect to IT when for each 
u E I7 the above equality n(w) = (z,, w) holds if and only if w E CT. In this case, 
Kl is uniquely determined by q. 
By definition, each z E 2 is a globally linear function W 3 w H (z, w) E R, 
hence is piecewise linear with respect to any Ll, although it is hardly ever strictly 
convex. 
If b$ I P En(l)> is a marking for II, then n which is piecewise linear with 
respect to IT is uniquely determined by the values n(wP). If n is simplicial, then 
for an arbitrarily given (c,, ( p E L’(l)) E [Wn(“, there exists a unique n which is 
piecewise linear with respect to Ii such that n(p) = c, for all p E Lr( 1). 
The following well-known result enables us to deal with convex polytopes in a 
way more convenient for linear algebra. For details, we refer the reader to [ll, 
Appendix], for instance, although we there deal with upper convex functions and 
statements have to be adjusted accordingly. 
Proposition 1.1. Convex polytopes P in Z of dimension r are in one-to-one 
correspondence with functions 7 : W+ R which are piecewise linear and strictly 
convex with respect to complete cone decompositions II of W by the following 
correspondences which are mutually inverse to each other: To a convex polytope 
P C Z corresponds its support function nP defined by 
7tp(w) := ;1_1_g(2, w) for all w E W 
which is piecewise linear and strictly convex with respect to a unique complete cone 
decomposition IT of W. Conversely, each 77 which is piecewise linear and strictly 
convex with respect to a complete cone decomposition II of W determines a convex 
polytope 
P7:=(2EZ/ ( Z,W)~~(W),VWEW}. q 
Suppose an r-dimensional convex polytope P C Z corresponds to n and 17 as 
above. Then the translate P + zO of P by zO E Z obviously corresponds to 77 + zO. 
Moreover, I2 as a set is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of nonempty 
faces of P. In particular, P is a simple convex polytope if and only if II is 
simplicial. This is why we use simple in our title instead of simplicial. 
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A complete cone decomposition II is said to be strongly polytopal (or projec- 
tive) if there exists n which is piecewise linear and strictly convex with respect to 
17. If this is the case, we may replace n by a suitable translate 77 + z,, and assume 
that q(w) > 0 for all w # 0, that is, the corresponding convex polytope P contains 
the origin 0 in its interior. In this case, we can replace a marking {w, 1 p E II(l)} 
for n by positive scalar multiples and may assume that T( wP) = 1 for all p E n(l). 
The convex hull Q of { wP ) p E II(l)} is then the polar of P and has exactly 
{wp I P E W1)) as its set of vertices. Q is simplicial if and only if P is simple. 
Here is another important description of q : W* R which we need later: Let us 
introduce (r + l)-dimensional R-vector spaces 
Z:=ZxR and W:=WXR 
which are mutually dual with respect to the bilinear pairing 
((2, A), (w, P)) := ( z, w) + hp. The epigraph of 77 is defined to be 
epi(77) := {(w, P) E * I P 2 4~)) , 
whose boundary G : = {(w, v(w)) 1 w E W} is the graph of 77. If n is piecewise 
linear with respect to a complete cone decomposition II of W, then the polyhedral 
cones 
6 := {(w, T(W)) E W ) w E U} for (T E n 
obviously form a cone decomposition I? of W with Ifi] = G. If { wP 1 p E If( 1)} is 
a marking for II, then we always choose { cP 1 p E n(l)} as the marking for I?, 
where WP : = ( wp , T( w,)). 
If n is piecewise linear and strictly convex with respect to a complete cone 
decomposition II, then epi(v) is a convex polyhedral cone in I@ of dimension 
r + 1, and its dual cone in Z is easily seen to be 
where z, for each r-dimensional cone w E II(r) is the unique element of Z such 
that q(w) = (z,, w) for all w E w. 
The star of a cone decomposition 17 with respect to 5 E n is defined to be 
Consider the quotient vector space W’ : = W/F&f. Its dual space can be identified 
with 
Z’:= .$l={Z’EZl (z’, w)=O, VwE.$}. 
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The images 
U’ := (U + Rg) /rWg for g E Star,(n) 
obviously form a cone decomposition n’ of IV’. If { wP ) p E Il( 1)) is a marking 
for simplicial fl, then the images WI, E W’ of w, give a marking for II’, which is 
simplicial. 
2. Chow ring 
A finite-dimensional graded R-algebra played a key role in Stanley’s proof. 
Thanks to earlier works by Jurkiewicz and Danilov, it enables us to interpret the 
h-vectors of simplicial convex polytopes as the Betti numbers of toric varieties. In 
this section, we introduce an analog in our context and call it the Chow ring. 
Let n be a complete and simplicial cone decomposition of W with a fixed 
marking {w, ( p E n(l)}. D enote by S the polynomial ring over [w with variables 
{xP ) p E D(1)). We regard S as a graded R-algebra in the usual manner by letting 
the degrees of the variables to be 1. Let 4 be the ideal in S generated by the 
following set of square-free monomials: 
{ XplXp,~ . . xps I Pl> . . . 3 p, E n(l) distinct and pi + p2 + . . * + p, F’fn} . 
On the other hand, we denote by 9 the ideal in S generated by the linear forms 
e(z):= C (2, wP)x, for zEZ. 
Psn(i) 
The residue ring Sl.9 is nothing but the Stanley-Reisner ring for the triangulation 
of the (r - 1)-sphere (W\{ 0}) /[w,, induced by the complete and simplicial cone 
decomposition r;l and is known to be a Gorenstein ring. If {zr , . , . , zr} is an 
R-basis for Z, then the linear forms 0(z,), . . . , O(z,) give rise to a homogeneous 
system of parameters for S/4. We thus have the following: 
Proposition 2.1. Let the Chow ring for a complete and simplicial cone decomposi- 
tion I7 be defined by 
A := S/(9 + 8) . 
Then A is a graded Artinian Gorenstein R-algebra of the form A = @I=, A’ and is 
generated by A’ over A0 = IL!. 0 
Since fl is assumed to be simplicial, each u E n(r) can be expressed as 
u = pi + p2 + . . .pl for distinct pi, . . . , pI E n(1). We then denote by u(c) E A’ 
the image in A of the monomial xPlxPl. * . xpl E S. Thus u( { 0)) = 1. It is not hard 
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to show that A’ = c vEIIclj [WV(~), since the defining relations for A are the linear 
relations 
z (2, w,)u(p)=O for zEZ 
PEJr(l) 
as well as the following for pairs (T, (+’ E II: 
U(U). u(d) = 
0 if c++cr’@l7, 
u((T+u’) if cfln(‘={O} and (++cr’En. 
It is known that 
dim,A’=i (;I~)(-l)tp’*(II(j)) for O~lsr, 
j=O 
a direct proof of which we give later in Corollary 4.2. On the other hand, since A 
is a graded Artinian Gorenstein R-algebra, we have the duality 
dim,A’ = dim,A’-’ for all 0 5 1 I r , 
which we prove directly also in Corollary 4.2. If PC Z is a simple convex 
polytope containing the origin in its interior, then its support function n is 
piecewise linear and strictly convex with respect to a complete and simplicial 17. 
For each p E n(l), let wP E p be the unique element such that n(wP) = 1. Then 
the convex hull Q of {w, ) p E n(l)} is a simplicial convex polytope in W polar to 
P. For each 0 5 j 5 r, the set of ( j - 1)-dimensional faces of Q are in one-to-one 
correspondence with n(j). Hence 
(dim,A’, dim,A’, . . . , dim,A’) 
is the h-vector for Q, In this way, we get the Dehn-Sommerville equalities for Q. 
A function 77 : W- IFi which is piecewise linear with respect to II gives rise to an 
element 
For any z E Z, we have n + z = $ because of the linear relation above. For each 
1 I I % r, the multiplication by +j induces an R-linear map 77. : A’-’ + A’ which is 
easily seen to send U(T) for T E Lr(l - 1) to 
where z, is an element of Z such that n(w) = (z,, w) for all w E 7. 
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When II is a fan for a lattice NC W and n is strictly convex with respect to II, 
the R-linear maps 77. : A’-’ +- A’ turn out to be injective for 15 I< r/2 + 1, or 
equivalently, surjective for r/2 < 15 r by duality. The residue R-algebra A/A{ will 
then play the role of R appearing in McMullen’s conjecture mentioned in the 
Introduction. 
Stanley [13] showed these properties of the multiplication maps in the case of 
complete simphcial fans by means of the strong Lefschetz theorem for the 
projective toric varieties with at most quotient singularities which correspond to 
the complete simplicial fans. 
In subsequent sections, we attempt to give a more direct proof. 
3. Ishida’s complexes 
In this section, we define the variants in our context of Ishida’s complexes 
defined in [6, 71 (see also [4]), which play important roles in the theory of toric 
varieties (see, for instance, [ll]). The complexes enable us to relate combinatorial 
information with the Chow ring. 
Let n be a simplicial but not necessarily complete cone decomposition of W 
with a marking { wP 1 p E II(l)}. F oreachO5jrrandeachaE17(j),wedefine 
mutually dual one-dimensional orientation R-vector spaces by 
detu:=ARm and (deta))i:=~(Z/rrl)=Hom,(deto,R). 
Suppose 7 E n(j - 1) is a face of u E n(j). Since n is assumed to be 
simplicial, there exists a unique p E n(l) such that cr = p + r. In this case, the 
marking gives mutually dual nonzero orientation maps 
det rxdet r and (det T))‘+-(det r))’ , 
Definition. A covariunt functor 92 is an assignment of a finite dimensional R-vector 
space %(a) for each o E n and an R-linear map %((~/r) : S(T)+ %(a) if 7 < u 
such that 9?( 5 /a) 0 %(a/~) = ??( t/ ) r w h enever r < (T < 5. A contravariant functor 
9 is an assignment of a finite dimensional R-vector space .%(a) for each (T E II 
and an R-linear map %(F/T) : F(u)+ P(T) if T < (T such that @(((T/T) 0
9( 5 /(T) = 9( 5 /r) whenever r < (T < 5. 
If 9 is a covariant functor, we can define its dual contravariant functor 9* by 
9*(v) := Hom,(%(cr), R) for each u E n and %*((T/T) := Hom,(%(cr/T), R) for 
7 < cr. Here are relevant examples: 
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Examples. The constant covariant as well as contravariant functor R assigns R to 
each (T and the identity map whenever 7 < cr. 
For each 0 5 IS r, we define the covariant functor 5!9[ and its dual contravariant 
functor 3; by 
which are nonzero only if 0 I dim (T 9 1, where the R-linear maps %$((+/T) and 
??T((T/~) for 7 < u are the obvious inclusion for the latter and its dual for the 
former. 
Definition. For a covariant functor ‘3 and 0 9 j i r, let 
The R-linear coboundary map 
is defined to be the one whose component with respect to (T E 1T( j) and 
5 E I7( j + 1) is the zero map if u is not a face of 5 and is the tensor product of 
%( C/(T) with the orientation map det U+ det 5 if cr < 5. 
Dually for a contravariant functor 9, we let 
and similarly define the boundary map 
a : C,(I& S)+ Cj_,(rr, 9). 
The following is due to Ishida [6, Proposition 1.61 when Lf is a fan for a lattice 
N C W and has the canonical marking by primitive lattice elements: 
Lemma 3.1. Let 17 be a simplicial cone decomposition with a marking. For a 
covariant functor 3, the above C’(II, ?I) for 0 5 j I r together with the coboundary 
map 6 give rise to a cochain complex C’(Il, $9). Similarly, C,(Il, S) and a give rise 
to a chain complex C.(Il, 9) for a contravariant functor 9. 
Proof. Given I7( j - 1) 3 T < 5 E Lf( j + l), there exist exactly two C, U’ E L!(j) 
such that 7 < (T < 5 and T < u’ < 5, since ( 5 + RT) / lR7 is a two-dimensional cone 
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in the quotient space W’ : = WIRT (cf. Section 1). Let (+ = p + T and U’ = p’ + r 
for p, p’ E n(1). We have 6’ = 0, since wp, A wp A 8 = -w, A w,, A 8 for 0 E 
det T. By duality, we similarly get a2 = 0. 0 
We denote by H’(U, 3) and Hj(II, S) the jth cohomology group and the jth 
homology group of the above complexes, respectively. 
By definition, we see that H,(II, %?*) is canonically dual to H’(II, 97) for each j 
and each covariant functor 9. 
Remark. As Ishida [6] pointed out, a complex C’(@, 99) is well defined for any 
locally star closed subset @ C 17, that is, cp < (T < $ for cp, (1, E @ always implies 
(T E @. If d, is star-closed in II, that is, @ 3 cp < u always implies (T E @, then 
C’(@, 9) is a cochain subcomplex of C’(n, 59). This is the case, for instance, if 
CD := Stars(n) for 5 E n (cf. the end of Section 1 and Corollary 3.3 below). On 
the other hand, if @ is star-open in 17, that is, (T < cp E @ always implies u E @, 
then C’(@, 9) is a quotient cochain complex of C’(n, g). This is the case, for 
instance, if @ := I” is the set of faces of a given 5 E II (cf. the proof of Theorems 
4.1 and 4.3). 
Lemma 3.2 (cf. [6, Proposition 2.31, [ll, Lemma 3.81). The cohomology and 
homology groups for the constant functor III of a marked simplical cone decompo- 
sition II can be identified with the reduced cohomology and homology groups of 
the subset 9 := (~L!~\{O})llR,, of the (r - l)-sphere (W\{O})lR,,, respectively, 
as follows: 
H’(Il, R) = zY’(9, R) and Hj(II, R) = fi,_,(9, R) 
for all j. 0 
We need the following consequences later: 
Corollary 3.3. If IT is a complete and simplicial cone decomposition with a 
marking, then 
1 0 j#r, H’(n, ‘)= [w j= r 
More generally, for any 5 E II, we have 
1 0 j#r, H’(Star,(n>, R) = [W j = r 
and 
H,(star,(n),R)={i i’:r 
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Proof. The former assertion is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.2, since In] = W 
so that 9 is the entire (r - 1)-sphere. Note that H’(Star,(lT), R) is well defined 
as we remarked above. The latter assertion then follows from the former and its 
dual applied to the complete simplicial cone decomposition II’, induced by 
Start(U), of W’ := W/Rg, which we mentioned at the end of Section 1. 0 
Corollary 3.4 (cf. [6, Proposition 2.31, [ll, Lemma 3.81). Let n C W be a 
simplicial cone and denote by rm the simplicial cone decomposition of W consisting 
of the faces of 7~. For any marking for r,, we have 
H’(m,R)=O unless j=O and V=(O). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.2, since Ir,l = rr so that 9 is a cell. 0 
Let us study the cohomology and homology groups for the covariant functor ‘Z$ 
and its dual contravariant functor 9; for 0 % 15 r. Note that the jth cohomology 
and homology groups vanish unless 0 5 j I I and that 
l-dim CT 
and 
l&dim cr 
%T(a)@(det a))’ = A (W/I&). 
Hence the complex C’(JI, %/) is the R-vector space variant of what was consid- 
ered by Ishida and is closely related to the sheaf of holomorphic l-forms on toric 
varieties. 
The following is slightly stronger than [ll, Lemma 3.71: 
Proposition 3.5. Let r, be the set of faces of a simplicial cone 7~ C W, and regard 
rm as a simplicial cone decomposition of W. Then for any marking and for all 
0 5 1 f r, we have 
fP(rr, q:>= 1 b-’ j=O, j#O 
and 
Proof. Since 7~ is simplicial, a marking { wi, . . . , wm} with m : = dim m for the 
one-dimensional faces of rr can be extended to an R-basis {w,, . . . , w,, . . . , w,} 
for W. Let {z,, . . . , zr} be the dual basis for 2 and denote 
I:= {1,2,. . . , r} 3 I’ := {1,2,. _ . , m} . 
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Foreachsubset.Z:={i,,...,i,} withi,<i,<...<i,,letusdenote 
WJ:=WilAWi,h”‘AW 1s and z~:=z~,Az~~A~~~A.z~. s 
Each p-dimensional face (T E Z,(p) of 7~ can be expressed as u = c jG, RrOw, for 
a subset J C I’ of cardinality IJ] = p, hence det u = Rw,. On the other hand, 
u’ = Cic,,J Rzi, so that the image of zJ spans the one-dimensional vector space 
AP (Z/V’), while the set {zK, 1 K’ C Z\.Z, 1 K’I = 1 -p} gives rise to an R-basis 
for AlmP crl. Letting K := K’ U 1, we thus have a noncanonical isomorphism 
When p = 0, we canonically have 
For general p, we have 
,,Bi3,, "K @ wJ = El 'K@ 
IKI=l IKI=l 
If u < 5 E r,(p + l), then there exists j E Z’\.Z such that 5 = iR20wj + u. The 
component %,(a) @ det (T+ ?J!( 5) 8 det 5 with respect to (T and 5 of the coboun- 
dary map 6 : Cp(Z,, %[)+ C”‘(T,, ??!) can be identified with the map which 
sends zK@wJ with KCZ, JCZ’nK, IKI=Z and IJ(=P to z,@(w,Aw~) if 
Z E K, and to zero otherwise. It is easy to check that these identifications actually 
give an isomorphism of complexes 
“(c, ‘,> = KeI zK @ “(r&“,‘), R) , 
jKl=l 
where n(K n I’) := Cit_KolS [wzowi which is a face of m = Ci,,’ Rowi. We are 
done in view of Corollary 3.4. 0 
4. Main theorems 
In this section, we state and prove our main results. 
In [ll, Theorem 3.11, (1)] we described the cohomology group H’(X, hii’,) for 
compact toric varieties X with at most quotient singularities as the unique 
nonvanishing cohomology group of Ishida’s Zth complex. Here is the version in 
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our setup, which enables us to relate combinatorial information on a simplicial 
and complete cone decomposition with its Chow ring. 
Theorem 4.1. Let Il be a simplicial and complete cone decomposition of W with a 
marking{w,lpE17(1)}. ForallO~l~r, wehave 
where A’ is the degree 1 component of the Chow ring for II. Moreover, we have a 
duality 
Proof. The assertion H’(fl, %[) = A’ follows easily from the definition of the 
Chow ring in Section 2. Indeed, the linear map C’(U’, %,) = @nE1lo) A0 U’ + A’ 
which sends 1 in the cr-component to u(c) E A’ is clearly surjective and the 
defining relations among the u(a)‘s are exactly the image of S : C’-‘(n, 9?[) = 
@iEIr(I-l) A’ r1 + C[(K 3[). 
We now show H’(II, sl) = 0 for j # I by means of the spectral sequences for 
double complexes (cf. [3, Chapter XV, Section 61). 
Let us introduce a first quadrant double complex (K”‘, d’, d”) as follows: For 
nonnegative integers p and q, let 
Kp” : = qEg_,, d& 9$(a) 8 (det a) 8 (det cp)-’ . 
U<P 
For n(q)3cr<cpEI7(r-p) and n(q)3 a’<$EII(r-p-l), we define the 
component of d’ : KPxq-+ Kp+“4 with respect to (40, g) and (I/J,, u’) to be nonzero 
only when cp > I,!I > u = (T’ and to be equal to (-1)’ times the dual orientation 
map (det cp))‘+ (det I,!J-’ tensored with the identity map for 9$(g) @(det u). On 
theotherhand,forII(q)3(T<cpEn(r-p)andn(q+1)35<cp’E17(r-p), 
we define the component of d” : Kp3’+ Kpxq+’ with respect to (cp, r) and (cp’, [) 
to be nonzero only when cp = cp’ > 5 > u and to be equal to the tensor product of 
9((/4 : s!(c)+ sl(S), th e 
for (det cp))‘. 
orientation map det (T-+ det ..$ and the identity map 
Clearly, we have (d’)2 = (d”)’ = d’d” + d”d’ = 0. 
For each cp E II(r), consider the subcomplex r, of II consisting of the faces of 
9. By what we pointed out in the Remark immediately after Lemma 3.1, we have 
a natural homomorphism of complexes 
What we are about to deduce is a generalization, based on this homomorphism, 
of the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence. 
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For each fixed q, we have an isomorphism of complexes 
K”q = _EFtcq, (s)(c) @ det a) @ C,_ .(Star,(n), IR) , 
where the coboundary map for the left-hand side is d’, while that for the 
right-hand side is id 8 id @ (- 1)‘d. Thus the pth cohomology group is 
H;(K”‘) = 
cqw, q> p = 0 9 
o 
p+o, 
by Corollary 3.3. Consequently, we get 
By one of the two spectral sequences for the double complex, we see that the 
associated single complex (YL’, d’ + d”) has the cohomology groups 
H’( X ‘) = H’( 17, 5$) for all j . 
On the other hand, for each fixed p, we have an isomorphism of complexes 
The coboundary map for the left-hand side is d”, while that for the right-hand side 
is 6 @id. Thus the qth cohomology group is 
H$(KP”) = 
@ 
vsn(r-_p) 
(/\qL)@(detq)-' q=O, 
0 q#O, 
by Proposition 3.5. Consequently, we get 
Hf(H&(K”‘)) = 0 for q # 0 , 
so that by the other spectral sequence for the double complex, we have 
H’(5Y’) = H~(H~,(K’.‘)) for all j . 
For simplicity, let us denote D’ := Hf,(K’.‘), which is thus a complex with 
@I (det cp)- ’ for all p 
and with the coboundary map induced by d’. We have 
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H’(II, 3)) = H’(D’) for all j, 
since both sides coincide with H’(LX’). The left-hand side is nonzero only when 
O%jsl, while Dp#O only when l%p. Hence 
H’(Lf, %[I> = H’(D’) = 0 if j # I . 
To show the duality, let us denote by E. the chain complex dual to D’ so that 
which is nonzero only if 15 p. It is not hard to show that there exists a canonical 
isomorphism 
hence 
E. = A W ‘8 CrP’(If, %r_I) 
( 1 
and that the boundary map for E. coincides with id@ 6 on the right-hand side. 
Hence 
HJ17, 59:) = H,(E.) = (/; W) @ H’-P(lI, Q) . 0 
Remark. Note that D’ coincides with C’(n, H’(c)) in our notation found in [4, 
Theorem 12.21. It is most likely that the canonical isomorphism (A’)* = 
( A r W) 631~ A’-’ resulting from the duality in Theorem 4.1 implies the perfectness 
of the pairing 
induced by multiplication. 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1, we have another explanation for the relation 
between the f-vector and the h-vector as well as the Dehn-Sommerville 
equalities. 
Corollary 4.2. Let the notation be the same as above. Then for 0 % 1 I r, we have 
dim,A’ = ,$ (i 1 $(-I)‘-’ “(fl( j)) 
and 
dim,A’ = dim.A’-’ . q 
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In Section 1, we introduced the partial cone decomposition fi of I@ : = W X [w 
with 1171 equal to the graph G of a given function n : W+ R piecewise linear with 
respect to a complete cone decomposition II of W as follows: 
fi:={(Tl~~n} with(T:={(W,n(W))IrvEa}. 
We have chosen { WP 1 p E Il( l)} as the marking for fi with wP : = (wp , I), 
when a marking {w, 1 p E II(l)} for 17 is given. 
The orientation vector space for 6 is det 6 := A 
dim CT 
R6, since dim 6 = dim r. 
For 0 5 15 Y + 1, we denote the covariant functor Y?[ for fi by g, to emphasize the 
difference, hence 
We denote the dual contravariant functor 9: for I? by 57, hence 
The coboundary_map for C’(fi, @&) and the dual boundary map for C.(fi, @), 
are denoted by 6 and 2, respectively. 
Theorem 4.3. Let II be a simplicial and complete cone decomposition of W with a 
marking{w,(pEIl(l)}.ForaZl0~1~r+l,wehave 
H’(I?,4?I)=0 ifj#l-1,Z 
as well as H’+l (fi, @+,) = 0. Moreover, we have a duality 
H,(r?, @) g (‘/;: I@) (Blw H’-‘(I?, Gr+,_,) for all j . 
Proof. The proof is almost the same as that of Theorem 4.1. We again introduce a 
first quadrant double complex (I?‘.‘, d”‘, 2) with 
and with d”‘, 2” defined similarly. We again get 
H;,(H;(k’.‘)) = 
Hq(fi, “J p = 0, 
o 
P#O 
and 
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where 6. := H~t(k”‘) with 
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fip = ytlffj_pI (i\ 4’) @(det Cp)-’ for all p , 
Again we get 
H’(fi, 4$) = H’(D) for all j 
The left-hand side is nonzero only when 0 5 j I 1 as before. This time, however, 
we have fip#O only if I-lop, since pEZI(r-p) implies dim@‘=(r+l)- 
(r-p)=p+l. Thus 
H’(fi,G$)=O ifj#Z-1,Z. 
Let E. be the chain complex dual to fi’, hence 
We can again show that A’(l@/rW(p) = ( Arfl @I)@ @+,_,(Cp), so that 
E, = (‘;\’ Tq 63 cr-p(fi, q+,_,) 
with the dual of d’ on the left-hand side coinciding with id @I 8. Consequently, we 
obtain 
H,(fi, @) = H,(E.) = (yy I?) c3 frP(fi, q+,_,> . 0 
Recall that n : W+ R piecewise linear with respect to II gives rise to an 
element Yj := zPEn(II n(wP)u( p) E A’, the multiplication by which induces an 
[W-linear map +j : A” -+ A’ for each 0 % 1 I r. The following result enables us to 
decide its injectivity and/or surjectivity completely in terms of the vanishing of 
H’(fi, $) for j = 1 - 1,i: 
Proposition 4.4. Let 17 be a simplicial and complete cone decomposition of W with 
a marking { w, 1 p E Il( 1))) and suppose 77 : W+= R is piecewise linear with respect 
to Il. Then for all 1 I 1~ r, we have an exact sequence 
Proof. There exists a canonical exact sequence of complexes 
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for all 15 15 r. Indeed, consider the projection I?= W X OX--+ W to the first 
factor and the dual injection Z+ 2 = 2 X R sending z E 2 to (z, 0). For each 
(T E II(i), they induce isomorphisms (T7 u and Z/a’ 2, z/6’ as well as an exact 
sequence 
which sends z E UI to (z,O)E(T’ and (-z,, l)EcT’ to lER, where z,EZ, 
which is uniquely determined modulo aL, satisfies n(w) = (z,, w) for all w E c. 
Consequently, we get an exact sequence 
O- %,(w)@(det a)-+ @(&)@(det a)-+ 93_-,(a)@(det c)+O, 
II II II 
I-1 i-j l-j-1 
lw Aal A flL 
where the first map sends z1 A.--A Zl~jE /Ypiai to (ZI,O)A**.A(ZI-~J~)~ 
while the second sends (-z,, I) A (Z2, 0) A * * * A (z[_;, 0) E A’-’ G1 to 
(-l)jZ, A . . * A Z1_,. 
By the cohomology vanishing 
sequence arising out of the exact 
It remains to identify the connecting homomorphism H’-‘(II, ?J;-i) = 
A’-’ + A’ = H’(17, ?I!) in the middle as the multiplication map induced by 77 E A’. 
For this purpose, consider the commutative diagram 
in Theorem 4.1, the cohomology long exact 
sequence of complexes is reduced to 
‘(II, %,_,)-,H’(17, %+H’(fi, G&o. 
with exact rows. Let x be the element of C’-‘(I?, @) = @7en(l_1i 7”l with 
(-z,, 1) as the T-component and 0 elsewhere. x is mapped to the element of 
C’YK %1) = %7W) A0 r1 with 1 as the T-component and 0 elsewhere, 
which in turn is sent to u(r) by the surjection C’P’(17, %L_l)-+ A’-‘. 
On the other hand, $ sends x to the element y of C’(n, @) = @,,tn(l) A0 6’ 
with ((-z,, l), @,> = n(wP) - (z,, wP) as the component at u E II(l) if (T = 
p + T for some p E II(l) and 0 otherwise. 
The inverse image of y in C’(17, $) = @ncn(r) A0 a’ is then mapped to the 
sum of (rl(wP) - (z,, w,))u( p + T) with p running through the elements of n(l) 
satisfying p + 7 E II(l). 0 
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By Proposition 4.4 and the duality in Theorem 4.3, we can thus interpret a 
consequence of the strong Lefschetz theorem relevant to our context in terms of 
cohomology vanishing as follows: 
Corollary 4.5. In the same situation as in Proposition 4.4, the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) 77. : A’-‘-+ A’ is surjective for r/2< 1. 
(1’) H’(fi,G~)=Oforr/2<1. 
(2) 77. : A’-‘+ A’ is injective for I < r/2 + 1. 
(2’) H’-‘(fi,$)=OforZ<r/2+1. 0 
We now show H’(fi, @/) = 0 in special cases to indicate that our approach might 
lead to an elementary proof of the strong Lefschetz theorem for simple as well as 
simplicial convex polytopes. 
It is easier to describe the dual vector space ZZ,(fi, @T) instead. The following is 
a straightforward consequence of the definition: 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose 77 : W+ R is piecewise linear with respect to a simplicial and 
complete cone decomposition 17 of W with a marking { wp 1 p E Il( 1)). Then for all 
Oiler, we have 
which is a subspace of 
fun> 97) = ((YWL7(l) E LQncc) j c Y(P + T)Wp E RT, 
PEnI 
p+7E77(I) 
VT E zql- 1,) . 
cl 
Let us now assume that n is strictly convex with respect to ZZ. As we saw in 
Section 1, the epigraph of rl is then of the form 
and is an (r + 1)-dimensional strongly convex polyhedral cone in W= W X R with 
exactly (61 vEZZ} as the set of its proper faces. 
For each r E ZZ(Z - 1)) we see that 
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StarAepi(d) = {q-%7))) LI1 i I 5 E Star,(W) . 
Hence the image in @/R7” of {R,,W, ) p E II(l), p + r E II(l)} are exactly the 
one-dimensional faces of the (Y - I+ 2)-dimensional strongly convex polyhedral 
cone (epi(n) + R7”)/R7” in */RF. 
By Lemma 4.6, each element (y(tr)),,,(,, of H,(fi, @T) gives rise to a linear 
relation modulo Iw7” among { WP 1 p E II(l), p + r E II(l)}. 
Proposition 4.7. If 77 is piecewise linear and strictly convex with respect to a 
simplicial and complete cone decomposition IT of W with a marking { wP 1 p E 
II(l)}, then 
H’(fi, gr) = 0 with r : = dim W 
Proof. Let (y(a)),Encrj be an element of H,(fi, @:). For each T E I7(r - l), 
there exist exactly two elements p, p’ E II(l) such that p + 7 E IT(r) and p’ + 7 E 
II(r). The images in @/R?“of wp and wP,, which span the one-dimensional faces of 
the two-dimensional strongly convex polyhedral cone (epi(7) + R7”) /RF, are 
linearly independent. Thus y(p + 7) = y(p’ + T) = 0. We are done, since any 
aEII(r) has an TEII(r-1) as a face. 0 
Finally, let us deal with the case I = r - 1. 
In this case, each 7 f H(r - 2) gives rise to a three-dimensional strongly convex 
polyhedral cone (epi(q) + R7”) /[WC in I?/rW?. Let p, , pz, . 7 P,, Ps+i = p, be the 
elements of II(l) with p, + 7, . . . , p, + T E II(r - 1) such that the images, in the 
two-dimensional space WIRV-, of p,, . . , p,,p,+, = p1 in this order circle around 
the origin exactly once. Thus the images in WlRFof WP,, . . , Wp, span exactly the 
one-dimensional faces of the three-dimensional cone (epi(q) + R7”) / lR+? 
We now use results which appear in the proof of a theorem due to Cauchy, 
Dehn, Weyl and Alexandrov on the rigidity of three-dimensional simplicial 
convex polytopes. The relevance of this theorem to the strong Lefschetz theorem 
for simplicial convex polytopes was already noticed by Kalai [8]. (We thank Lee 
for pointing this fact out and making available a preprint of his forthcoming 
survey [9] .) 
The following can be found in [5, Lemma 5.31 in a slightly different format: 
Lemma 4.8. Let (~(~)),,~r(,~,) be an element of H,_,(fi, @,*_ I). Then in the 
above notation, either y(p, + T), . , y(p, + r) are all zero, or the frequency of 
sign changes with zeros ignored is an even number different from two as the images 
in WIRrofp,,..., p,%, p,+, = p, go around the origin exactly once. q 
Let us further specialize ourselves to the simplest nontrivial case r = 3 and 1 = 2. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume v(wp) = 1 for all p E n(l) (cf. 
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Section l), so that the convex hull Q of {w, 1 p E ZI( 1)) is a three-dimensional 
simplicial convex polytope with exactly {w, 1 p E ZZ( l)} as the set of its vertices. 
We can regard (~(a)),,n(~) as a stress on the edges of Q in the context of rigidity 
theory found in [5]. 
As in [5], consider the graph L on the 2-spheres S2 := (IV\{ O})l[w,, induced 
by all the edges (u\{ 0}) / iF!&,, of Q with y(a) # 0. Mark each edge of L with the 
sign of the corresponding y(g). If L is not empty, then L has no loops, and no 
connected component of S2\L is bounded by two edges. By a result of Cauchy 
(cf. [5, Lemma 5.2]), it is impossible for the frequency of sign changes around 
each vertex of L to be at least four. 
By what we have just seen and Lemma 4.8, we conclude that y(o) = 0 for all 
f7 E 17(2). 
This whole argument, however, carries over to the general case I = r - 1 as long 
as r 2 3. Indeed, we just have to consider Star,(n) for each w E LZ(r - 3) and the 
simplicial and complete cone decomposition II’ induced on the three-dimensional 
space W’:= W/R0 (cf. Section 1). 
Consequently, we get the following: 
Corollary 4.9. Suppose q is piecewise linear and strictly convex with respect to a 
simplicial and complete cone decomposition ZZ of W with a marking. Zf 
r : = dim W 2 3, then we have 
zP(fi, 42_,) = 0. cl 
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